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Abstract - The endovascular surgery benefits
patients due to the miniature wound and fast healing,
but to achieve this kind of goal need the doctor with
superb skill in order to not made damage to the
patients. A training system is desperately in need. The
training system is cooperated with VR simulator
system, which could simulate the movement of the
catheter. To get the novice surgeons get trained, a
controlling device makes training system effective. At
the same time, the feedback system also provides
advantages for training. The performance is evaluated
from the displacement in VR system and force
feedback from haptic device. The results demonstrate
that the enhance after training is about 38%. So that
the purposed training system provides a effective way
which combined the VR catheter system and force
feedback system.

Fig.1 Master-slave Catheterization System

during surgery, doctors wear a radiation suit all year round
and protect themselves from X-rays, and protect their
faces and hands. But there are doctors who operate
hundreds or more surgeries on an annual average, they are
concerned about health damage due to radiation. For this
reason, doctors can work without exposure as much as
possible, and development of a realistic remote catheter
operation support system (MSS: Master Slave System) is
required.[1]
To solve the problem, our laboratory have developed
the Master Slave System which could support teleoperation by surgeons using catheter system. With the
system running, surgeons sends out the master side
operation command, the slave side reads the command of
the master side, automatically recognizes to avoids the
danger, operates the catheter according to the doctor's
instruction, and feedback the force information of the tip
back to the visual information, and avoid danger by
automatic.[2] But nowadays, many novice surgeons are
need to be trained due to the high cost of the catheter
robotic system. Surgeons have to be trained in order to
decrease the dangerous for patients while the surgery.
Traditionally, the training is by mentored method and with
the extra excises on animals or anatomic phantoms. But
this kind of training is lack of feedback and the
experienced surgeons got is unstructured. Considering this,
a virtual-reality based training system is a promising way
to help novice surgeons with a risk-less environment.
Moreover, the evidence from Yale and Grandtcharov
showed that VR-trained participants made significantly
fewer intraoperative errors than the standard-trained
participants.[1]
Apart from these complete systems, some
researchers focused on building up the VR system, such as
graphic rendering, model behavior of vascular (tissue) or
instruments. The virtual-reality simulator began with 3D
volumetric model construction. Through the acquired
image data, the vascular geometric model was generated
[14],[15]. To strengthen the realistic visualization,
vascular deformation was essential. The mass-spring
model was a common method in real-simulator [16]
because of its superiority in computation.

Index terms - Virtual-reality simulator; Haptic force
feedback; Training system; Collision detection
I. INTRODUCTION
With the average age of the society growth, the
incidence of cardiac disease and cerebral artery disease
become high. In response to this problem, Minimally
Invasive Surgery (MIS) which can perform surgery
without damaging the patient as much as possible during
surgery has been widely performed in the medical field in
recent years. One of the minimally invasive surgical
procedures is surgical intervention radiology (IVR). IVR
is a procedure that uses a catheter for the lesion site found
by angiography, and then injecting medicine or extending
the stenosed blood vessel in order to cure the patient[2],
one typical example is catheter treatment. This therapy
reduces the burden of the whole body by local anesthesia,
shortens the operation time, shortens the hospitalization
period, causes inconspicuous surgical wounds, makes
patient to the usual life early after the operation. However,
since the conventional catheter treatment is using by the
human beings, how to recognize the situation of the
patients body and blood vessel is a great problem. In this
case, in order to obtain information inside the patient,
patients and doctors need to continuously take X- rays
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Fig.2 Structure of the whole system

Fig.4 Steady position of Phantom Omni device

The structure of this paper is organized by following
parts: First part is the relative researches and the purpose
of this research. Then the design and controlling part is in
section II. Section III is experimental setup and evaluation.
Last part of the paper have given the conclusions.
II. PROPOSED TRAINING SYSTEM
A. Overview
The proposed controlling system is consists of two parts.
The first part is master side, this part is the novice
Fig.3 Phantom Omni Device with force feedback test

surgeons are operating the device, this part will receive

Compared with mass-spring model, another widely used
method was finite element [17]. To take advantage of both
methods, [18],[19] proposed to use mass-spring model for
simulation but the spring coefficient was determined by
finite element method to improve precision. Except for
tissue model construction, the catheter and guide wire
modeling was studied by Tang et al.[20] who used elastic
rod model for guide wire simulation. But this method was
only suit for slender body. [21] presented a hybrid
modeling approach which used nonlinear elastic cosserat
rods for guidewire shaft and generalized bending model
for flexible tip.
So many effort have been made in the recent years,

then transport the data to VR system. The second part is
slave side, from the data collected from hardware, it make
the moving or rotating of the catheter visible, that makes
surgeons understand thier own operating, when the
collision happened, VR system also issue data to hardware
as feedback. The schematic of the system was shown in
Fig.2. In the VR platform, the vascular geometrical model
and physical model have been done by our previous works
[22][23].
B. Master side
For master side, the haptic device we choose is
Phantom Omni. The Phantom Omni enhances
productivity and efficiency by enabling the most intuitive
human/computer interaction possible, the ability to solve
problems by touch. The Phantom Omni device have 6
degree of freedom, with high accuracy of force actuator.
Using the Phantom Omni device as the haptic device
could achieve most of our demand.
Considering the attributes of Phantom Omni, we
purposed a controlling method to control the VR system
and did some programming work based on it. First, the tip
of the device is keep steady as Fig.4, until the novice
surgeon give the device a axisforce to make the tip get
displaced, at this

former VR system research is how to replicate the realistic
environment of the surgery, such as building the wellmade blood vessel model and catheter model. But to
the feedback using the VR system is what researchers
should pay more attention.
With consideration above, we built up a device
simulating the movement of the novice surgeon which
closer to the surgery environment.
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Fig.7 Triangle meshed vascular surface in 3D engine Bullet [8]

Fig.5 Displacement from steady position

Fig.8 Catheter tip at a 30-degree angle to the z-axis

resistance force is followed as:
In Eq(1), FR is resistance force,
is the displacement
from steady position, kr is a constant which can be
modified in the programming.
At the same time, the displacement could also gives a
force to the VR catheter system. By force feedback,
novice surgeons could feel the catheter is in there hand.
Our team made this is in order to help novice surgeons
could feel the force feedback to get better training
experience and effect.
C. Program
As the visual assistance for the novice surgeon
training system, the VR simulator is capable to simulate
the scenario where the virtual catheter moves in the blood

Fig. 6 Displacement in various directions from steady point;
(a)Displacement on x axis; (b)Displacement on y axis;
(c)Displacement on z axis;

time, the device will also gives reversed force to against
the novice surgeon as resistance as Fig.5. The more
displacement Phantom Omni device get, the more
resistance force it gives.
That means, where ever the novice surgeons move it,
the resistance force could always drive the Phantom Omni
device to the steady position.
Assume the trainee moving the catheter forward. The

master side. The VR simulator now we using is developed
by our team according to patient-specific CT files. After
segmenting the images, the three-dimensional visual
effect of blood vessel is realized by Open Scene
Graph(OSG).[8] According to this geometry model, the
surface meshed vascular is built in physics engine Bullet
as Fig 7.
The virtual catheter is a chain of cylinders (1 mm
diameter and 3 mm long) with angularly limited joints.
The angle between the catheter body and catheter tip is set
to 30 degrees as shown in Fig 8.
While the insertion, the VR simulator will measure
the minimal distance d between the virtual catheter tip and
vascular wall every frame to ensure the safety of the
operation. then we set some constant such as
DWarning=1.5mm and

device, that displacement is also measured by it, then sent
the signal to the VR system. After that, the computer that
connecting the Phantom Omni device calculates the
displacement and gives how the resistance force drives. If
there is any collision happened in VR training system, the
Phantom Omni device also could give another resistance
force

FR

D

kr

(1)
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Fig.12 The training system set-up used in subjects
session
Fig.9 Sketch of 3 areas in blood vessel

s cross-section

practice

The axial motion of the virtual catheter is the motion
replication of the Phantom Omni device. In the VR
simulator, the minimal distance d could also can be
watched by the novice surgeon, there is a short green line
in Fig 4.4 which shows the minimal distance d between
the virtual catheter tip
and vascular wall. When the minimal distance d < DWarning,
in another word, catheter tip in VR simulator is in the
warning
area, the short green line will become red.
Considering all above, the VR simulator has to have
the function as below: 1) Measure the minimal distance d.
2) Divide the area inside the catheter. 3) Receive data
from computer of master side to motivate the catheter. 4)
Return data to computer of master side in order to make
novice surgeon get the force feedback.
At the same time, the VR simulator has to be
cooperated with Phantom Omni device, to coupling these
two parts, we developed this training system as the
schematic chart as Fig 11.

Fig.10 Minimal distance d as the short green line

III. EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION
The VR simulator as the slave side to simulate the real
catheterization environment. The operation information of
rigid catheter can be transferred to VR simulator console
(3.07 GHz, 4 processors, and 16 GB RAM), which
replicates the motion along the virtual catheter. The VR
simulator was implemented using C++; The virtual
cerebral-vessel structure was established by the MRI
images of DICOM header, and the individual images were
processed by OpenGL. These volume data were imported
to Bullet 2.8.
The haptic device of master side we choose Phantom
Omni Haptic Device to replicate the operation from
novice surgeon. The Phantom Omni device have 6 degree
of freedom, with high accuracy of force actuator. Using
the Phantom Omni device as the haptic device could
achieve most of our demand. Phantom Omni device is
connected to another computer (3.07GHz, 2 processors,
and 8 GB RAM), and the console was also implemented
using C++; These two computers were

Fig.11 Schematic chart of whole training system

DDanger=0.5mm, which divided the blood vessel space into
3 areas, ASafe, AWarning and ADanger. Fig 9 is the sketch of 3
areas
-section.
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By analysis the chart of relationship of displacement
and resistance force, we could find that the resistance
force provided by Phantom Omni device related to
displacement is stable, the error is caused by the
unstable of hand, and error is also can be controlled
under 5%.
Another we found is when the displacement is more
than 55mm, the resistance force is set at 3.6N, this is
because of the max force Phantom Omni can provide is
3.6N.
To assist preliminary performance evaluation, 6
non-medical students (right handed) were invited to join
in the experiment. Before the training, the subjects were
asked to familiarize with the operation of system for
about 30 minute and after that they were required to
insert the catheter into the appointed location. To
demonstrate our developed training system facilitating
the eye-hand coordination of trainee, the 10 student were
divided into 2 team. First team 1 using the VR simulator
only displayed the virtual vessel and catheter without
providing any visual or haptic cues for trainee (Mode 1),
team 2 do the experiment with our proposed training
system (Mode 2). When everyone finish the experiment,
team 1 and team 2 exchange the environment of the
experiment.
In the experiment, the minimal distance between the
catheter tip and vascular wall was stored in files for later

Fig.13 Relationship of displacement and resistance force with k=0.06

were record during the procedure. At the same time, the
positions of the tip of the Phantom Omni device were
also be recorded during the experiment.
Through the comparison experiment, we could find
that the increase of the percentage of the trajectory in
safe area. The percentage of the trajectory in safe area
with in Mode 1 is about 35.67%, and in Mode 2, the
percentage of the trajectory in safe area is 51.58%. The
huge improvements in safety navigation indicates that
the VR simulator provide visual feedback and Phantom
Omni haptic device provided the force feedback for
trainees to avoid to enter the warning and danger area of
the blood vessel.
The result shows that the cooperation of VR
simulator and Phantom Omni device have a great
-eye cooperation
during the surgery. The improvement mainly focus on
percentage of trajectory in safe area, this could enhance
the protection to the patient.

Fig.14 Percentage of the trajectory in each area within Mode 1

IV.CONCLUSION
In this paper, a VR simulator-based training system
is realized which not only provides visualization but also
haptic force for novice surgeon. Using haptic device
Phantom Omni to provide the force feedback. The
visualization in VR simulator displays the virtual
catheter moving procedure in the vessels as well as
various visual signs. Such signs assure security in safe
area and remind the possible collisions in warning area.
Meanwhile to foster the hand-eye coordination.

Fig.15 Percentage of the trajectory in each area within Mode 2

connected using TCP/IP protocol Local Area Network to
achieve the communication. With Local Area Network
the communication delay can be neglected. As it is
shown in Fig 12, one recruited subject was conducting
the preliminary evaluation experiment by our developed
training system.
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